The 4th meeting of the French-Singaporean research network on Renewable Energy (SINERGIE) will be held in Singapore, from November 4th to November 8th 2019.

After an internal review of the network topics by their coordinators, the main core of the meeting will be devoted to Fall School entitled “Sustainable and resilient cities: energy considerations”. The cities of tomorrow should not only be sustainable, they should also be resilient in order to mitigate the consequences of various types of stresses or incidents and recover quickly from these undesirable effects. In this context, many energy issues ought to be addressed such as security of energy supply, robustness of networks, minimization of environmental footprint, clean and smart transport models. The technical and scientific challenges related to this topic will be addressed in lectures given by recognized experts, either members or non-members of the network. The last day of the meeting will be dedicated to a presentation of the work performed by joint PhD students.

The school is open to scientists, PhD students and Postdocs from SINERGIE network’s laboratories.

* The SINERGIE network gather researchers from Nanyang Technological University (NTU), CNRS, CEA and several French Universities/High Schools (CentraleSupelec, USMB, UCPP, UGA) as well as ENGIE.

For more information and to pre-register, please contact:

CNRS
Alain DOLLET
alain.dollet@promes.cnrs.fr

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Claude GUET
cguet@ntu.edu.sg